Abstract "Nature" and "social life" tended to be separated by Enlightenment thinkers, setting the stage for a long-standing tension between geology and social-cultural theory. Such a division suppressed the liveliness that humans have often attributed to material things.
the volcanoes with volunteers, who housed them for a couple of weeks. The volcanoes were made to be less than ideal guests. As Ben Hayoun describes on her website:
These designed supra-natural objects are large, reaching almost to the ceiling, imposing, and extremely inconvenient, erupting dust and gloop into the living rooms of volunteers seemingly at random. . . . The Other Volcano imagines a love-hate relationship, a 'sleeping giant' in the corner of your domestic environment, with the power to provoke excitement with its rumblings, and also perhaps fear (if not for one's life in this case, then at least for the soft furnishings of one's clean and neat "living" room).
In Ben Hayoun's visual thought experiment, domesticating volcanoes is not an effort to "tame" them. Rather, it disrupts the so-called domestic by the introduction of a lively and unpredictable geologic being.
Like Ben Hayoun's experimental art, this article seeks to explore the volcanoes in our living rooms-the geologies that are part and parcel of our daily lives. The article's goal is to draw attention to "geosocialities," or the entangled relations of the earth and biologic beings. The notion of geosocialities is not a novel one.
2 Here, however, we however, has struggled with the geologic, which-composed of seemingly inert minerals-has proved more difficult to see as lively. It is easy to see how entangled histories shape the lives of nonhuman beings, such as how human cultivation practices have changed the genetics of plants. It has also become increasingly easy for social scientists and humanities scholars to see how nonhuman beings, such as microbes, change the lives of people. But rocks have seemed harder for social and cultural theorists, pun intended. For many, geologic forms do not seem to participate in social life, by common standards: 10 they do not seem to have interiorities, they do not strive, they do not metabolize, they do not reproduce or seem to respond.
Such assumptions about the asocial nature of stone run deep in the humanities and social sciences. Dominant strands of European social thought developed in France, England, and Germany-during periods when those areas experienced relative geologic quiescence.
11 When the earth really did move, it indeed shook up what would later be called social theory, such as in 1755, when a catastrophic earthquake struck Lisbon. Discussed extensively by philosopher Immanuel Kant and several contemporary intellectuals, the quake had seismic implications for Portuguese politics and for European culture and society more broadly, as it temporarily destabilized metaphors of "grounding."
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Published after the Lisbon disaster, in 1788, James Hutton's pioneering work Theory of the Earth, sometimes called the foundation of modern geology, recognized subterranean heat as a key geologic force; but overall, his perspective was that of a British farmer and most often focused on the slow processes of sedimentation and erosion.
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While smaller quakes, landslides, and sinkholes occasionally garnered attention, major geologic fault lines and volcanoes were rare enough that European intellectuals could forget about them "at home." Dynamic earth movements indeed caught Europeans' attention when they traveled abroad. Alexander von Humboldt, for example, was passionately interested in earthquakes and volcanoes when he visited Latin America between 1799 and 1804. While he developed the thesis that eruptions were not isolated occurrences but represented broad subterranean networks (see fig. 2 ), if not "a single volcanic furnace," 14 the wild earth continued to be located "over there" rather than in one's living room.
The notion of the Anthropocene, however, has at last begun to shake Euro-American scholars in the humanities and social sciences from their assumptions that their worlds are geologically dormant.
15 Climate change has taken up the position of the volcano in the living room. It points to how dangerous geologic intimacies have long been in the houses and factories of Europeans-in the glowing red coal fires entangled with industrial capitalism and "modern" life. But while everyone noticed how coal changed human worlds, few anticipated that it would change geologic ones as well. The "revolutions" associated with fossil fuels were long seen as reconfigurations in human relations, not in terms of geologic shifts. The industrial revolution was seen as "ground breaking" primarily in its metaphoric sense. Mines and pollution might be unavoidable, local side effects, but they did not matter to the earth, which was seen as stable and inexhaustible.
As scientists assemble data on sea level rise and global temperature increases, the planet no longer seems impervious to human actions. Consider recent research on Icelandic glaciation. A headline in the Guardian summarizes emerging findings as follows: In the openings provided by such work, we aim to articulate our concepts of geosocialities and geopolitics. The plurals matter here. In our view, any "geologic turn" 32 needs to be thoroughly situated. There is no grand theory of geosociality; rather, it constitutes an approach for attending to how geologic relations matter differently to particular entities in particular locales. Geosocialities are always down to earth, grounded in particular encounters, and they also draw attention to questions of scale. They attend to the intertwinings of bodies and biographies with earth systems and deep time histories.
Because we insist that geosocialities are "embodied" and "down to earth," we approach them ethnographically. We offer two different entry points, based on the geosocial entanglements of the authors. One of the cases begins with the seeming "bigness" (Palsson) was born and raised was crushed by advancing lava, erasing an entire neighborhood with its community, playgrounds, and geosocial memories. The second begins with tiny particles inside bodies yet explores how they make those bodies part and parcel of "larger" geologic processes. In this case, one of the authors (Swanson) grew up in a salmon fishing town, intimately connected with fish bodies, and was later drawn into the geologic within them through field and lab work. Each story exemplifies the entanglements of an author with particular places, relations, and geologies.
Freezing Lava estimate the distance to the source of the quakes, but they were unable to establish the exact location through triangulation, as the third machine available in the country happened to be out of order. 36 Convinced that something big was going to happen, they did not sleep much. They alerted the relevant experts and authorities in the capital, Reykja-
vik, to what they were recording, checking from time to time to see if they could detect some signs of eruptions on the horizon.
While the Westman Islanders were taken by surprise when the eruption began at close to 1:45 in the morning, they acted swiftly when they were woken up. In a few hours, most of the people on the island were safely transported over rough seas to the nearest mainland harbor. The next immediate concern was to prevent houses from collapsing under the ash that fell like heavy rain and, above all, to try to redirect the lava flow to avoid destruction of the harbor. A somewhat eccentric physics professor, Þorb-jörn Sigurgeirsson, came up with the idea of cooling the lava. He suggested trying to pump water on the advancing lava front in order to slow it down or halt it, beginning with the local fire brigade's truck. Most Icelanders thought that this was an absurd proposal. Forces of Mother Nature, it was argued, could not be tamed by "having a pee" on the edge of the glowing lava.
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During the ensuing weeks, a complicated story unfolded, sometimes called the "battle with lava." In brief, it seemed that the initial cooling had some impact; but on the other hand, Sigurgeirsson and many others reasoned that it would not make much difference, given available pumps.
38 Following a series of explosions in the crater, the massive lava flow headed north toward the harbor and west toward the town, with many houses burning or collapsing. Sigurgeirsson managed to convince the authorities to arrange more effective water pumping onto the lava-on an unprecedented scale, multiplying the volume of water. This was a battle with time. Through an agreement with US authorities, about forty massive pumps were quickly shipped to the Westman Islands.
A professor of mechanical engineering, Valdimar K. Jónsson, was hired to organize the pumping while Sigurgeirsson would decide on the strategy on a daily basis, depending on the movements of the lava. The water clearly had the effect of freezing the lava on the edges, but the pressure of the flow repeatedly threatened to break down the walls that had just been created by cooling (see fig. 3 ). Later on, pumping crews would take the pipes onto the lava, approaching the crater itself in advancing steps, directing the pipes and the water flow onto the advancing lava with the aid of a bulldozer and a crane. This was risky for the crew at the front, as their boots might burn, and they might not be able to return. The process of design, coordination, and employment of the pipes (first steel and aluminum and, later, plastic) was a major engineering feat, Human agency, then, channeled through the pumping of enormous quantities of sea water at targeted points of flowing lava, significantly slowed down and solidified the fleeting mass, avoiding the destruction of an important fishing harbor and a number of houses. The pumping of water was the equivalent, in John McPhee's words, "of turning Niagara Falls onto the island for half an hour" 40 -an equivalent of the flow of Dettifoss, one of the biggest Icelandic waterfalls, for three hours. The result was peculiar water-hardened stone: "Among the natural patterns of lava flows, it was utterly anomalous. In a very certain sense, it was man-made. . . . After the human contribution passed a higher level than trifling, the evolution of the new landscape could in no pure sense be natural." 41 While humans mix their labor with solid rock in the course of many other 
Embodied Geologies: Isotopes Within
Even in the so-called Anthropocene, the inscription of the human in the geologic is only one of many geosocial relations. The geologic itself also becomes inscribed in bodies, making its way inside living beings, both human and nonhuman. As he worked to develop the concept of a "biosphere," Russian geochemist Vladimir I. Vernadsky (1863-1945) was "struck" by how "the material of Earth's crust has been packaged into myriad moving beings whose reproduction and growth build and break down matter on a global scale. . . . We are walking, talking minerals."
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Pacific salmon may not be "walking, talking minerals," but they are certainly swimming ones. In exploring their relations with the geologic, this section draws from a larger project on Pacific salmon socialities. 47 While the example presented here makes a more generally applicable point about the fundamental entanglement of the so-called biotic and abiotic, it represents an intentional choice to make this argument through attention to nonhuman bodies rather than human ones. In line with other efforts to expand the social beyond the human, we aim to present a case of geosociality in which the term cannot be simply read as geos = rocks and social = people-a case that shows why the very notions of geology and sociality must be thought differently.
On a late fall day, two fisheries biologists in heavy-duty PVC-coated rain gear collect decomposing salmon bodies along a creek in southwest Washington State in the United States. Oddly enough, they are searching for stones. They haul the carcasses of the salmon to a wooden worktable set up beneath the corrugated metal roof of a twosided shed. With a sharp bread knife, one of the biologists saws vertically into the head of one of the salmon, about an inch behind its eyes. The fish's body is spotted with fungus, and it smells unmistakably of rotting flesh. The salmon is one of many that have returned to the creek to spawn, dying shortly after laying their eggs or releasing their sperm. The biologist cracks the head of the salmon over the edge of the looks at a slice from a salmon otolith under a microscope, after it has been cut and polished like a precious gem, it looks similar to a cross-section of a tree, with a series of circular rings (see fig. 4 ). But in contrast to trees, which typically accrue one ring per year, salmon usually develop a new otolith band every day.
Otolith bands vary in width and mineral composition depending on where a salmon was and what it was doing on the day it formed a particular ring. Biomineralization is at once a metabolic and geologic process; it depends on both the minerals available and the condition of the fish. As with trees, wide bands signal more rapid periods of growth, while narrow bands indicate more difficulties. For a fish, an abundance of food, moderate temperatures, and a lack of competition from more aggressive fish generally mark a good day. But while visually surveying otoliths can immediately provide information about fish growth, microchemical analysis can offer more hints about biominerals. As archaeologists well know, bones and teeth are filled with isotopes and trace minerals that can tell stories about how the relations of a living being shift as it moves through space-times. The same holds for salmon otoliths, but on a daily scale.
Depending on what a salmon eats, the salinity of the water, and the minerals of nearby rock formations, salmon build different minerals into their ever-growing ear bones.
Their ear bones are in some ways akin to a diary of mineralogic encounters. forms that can never be fully teased apart or sorted out.
Importantly, "agency" in biomineralization does not lie solely with the biotic organism. As Jane Bennett reminds us, the geologic is not just inert matter "under the direction of something nonmaterial, that is an active soul or mind": mineralization itself is a form of "creative agency." 54 Indeed, some biominerals may also shape perhaps it is not out of the question to assume that something similar might hold for certain mineralizations. It seems possible that for salmon, tiny differences in the structure and mineral content of their otoliths might change how they perceive and interact with their worlds in some way.
We know for certain that for salmon, their entire physiology is bound up with the geologic via dissolved minerals. Salmon, which migrate between freshwater streams and the open ocean, must work with the properties of water and salts in order to exist at all. When in freshwater, salmon must pump salts into their bodies using special cells in their gills so as to maintain the concentrations that their tissues need. Yet after they migrate to the sea, salmon must reverse their osmoregulatory systems so that they remove salt from their bodies, both via their gill pump cells and through the production of highly concentrated urine. In essence, salmon must morph-significantly altering their own physiology-in order to live with the dissolved mineral salts around them.
Becoming salmon is thus becoming with minerals.
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Geopolitics Rethought
The concept of geosocialities pushes us to think through the multiscalar space-times that link planetary processes, volcanic activities, living bodies, species histories, and tiny dissolved mineral compounds, including toxic stuff. It also demands that we think "life" and its complexities in relation to so-called nonlife. Furthermore, nonlife, as we see through the cases of Icelandic volcanoes and salmon otoliths, is itself quite lively.
Lively matter, Bennett suggests, calls out for new conceptions of politics. Her work aims "to articulate a vibrant materiality that runs alongside and inside humans to see how analyses of political events might change if we gave the force of things more due." 58 We too find that geosocialities push us to consider politics differently-to ask how we might craft forms of geopolitics that start with the assumption that all beings are always already geosocial ones. Traditionally, the term geopolitics has been used to refer to politics that take place across a dead earth, a geos that may matter-due to differences in, say, oil or other mineral resources-but that provides only raw materials for politics rather than acting as a political force itself. 59 In contrast, we seek a new form of We are not alone in such calls. When other scholars have imagined geopolitics that take the geos seriously, however, they have typically still thought their new geopolitics within the scalar logics of its more traditional forms-namely on an allegedly "big" or "planetary" scale. 61 Yet one of the very insights we take from our ethnographic attention to geosocialities is precisely the intertwining of biographies and planetary systems in ways that challenge our sense of what is "big" and "small." In contrast to efforts to rethink geopolitics by focusing on climate change on a "transnational" scale, we-as the title of our article states-take a "down to earth" approach, asking how scales are braided together in material forms.
Recently, a theoretical project of "biosocial momentum" has emerged out of efforts to deconstruct nature/nurture, nature/culture, and human/environment binaries that have imagined a human sociality separated from living bodies and material worlds.
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Just as our notion of geosocialities is inspired by scholarship on the biosocial, we turn to biopolitics to help us reimagine the geopolitical. Michel Foucault argued that the eighteenth century gave birth to biopolitics, the rationalization of "the problems pre- These types of entanglements have been explored in the humanities and the social sciences. Bodies, places, or forces can never be parsed into the categories of the "local" and the "global" but are always both (or perhaps neither) at the same time, because scales themselves are also made in multiscalar encounters. 68 We need ethnography to describe the complexity of all relations-and we need it more than ever to attend to the braids of geosocialities. This points to one of the challenges of geopolitics recon- The minerals in salmon bodies lead to a somewhat different set of geopolitics:
When salmon return to the freshwater streams where they spawn and die, they do not only bring back the minerals in their otoliths. Many of their tissues are filled with marine-derived nitrogen, carbon, phosphorous, and sulfur from their years dining at sea.
When they die, their carcasses release those elements into stream ecosystems where either they are directly taken up by other organisms while still in their organic form or they return to an inorganic state before being remineralized by primary producers such as phytoplankton. 70 Isotopic analysis indicates that marine-derived minerals from salmon fertilize whole watersheds, making their way into the bodies of trees, insects, birds, and mammals. However, in some places, habitat degradation, dam construction, and a transition to hatchery production has decreased the number of stream-spawning salmon, depriving watersheds of needed nutrients. In a few locales, carcasses from hatchery fish are now placed into streams so that they can rot there and release their nutrients into the watershed, but such efforts remain spotty and on the edges of fisheries management plans that have not seriously considered mineral movements.
The scalar entanglements here-of bodies and communities, eruptions and mineral cycling-call out for something more than politics as usual. They need geopolitics that are not stuck at an already known scale. One way, possibly the only feasible one, to engage with geopolitics in this most radical sense is-perhaps counterintuitively-to draw upon classic political theory of solidarity. Etymologically, the notion of solidarity derives from the concept in solidum in Roman law that referred to a joint contract between two or more creditors or debtors. Incidentally, the concept solid (as in "solid rock") has the same roots, stemming from solidus, meaning firm and undivided. The theoretical discourse of solidarity (and fraternité), which has always had a stronger foothold in continental Europe than in Anglo-Saxon countries, has a long and complex history.
Jürgen Habermas famously called solidarity the "reverse side of justice" to suggest that "while the operationalization of justice in contemporary theory and practice is focused on the wellbeing of individuals, solidarity is capable of protecting the intersubjective fabric of society, which, in turn, also contributes to individual wellbeing."
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Yet geosocial solidarities cannot find their ground in the standard categories of European political thought. 72 They demand that we do solidarity otherwise, in ways that recognize not only the agency of solids but also the differences of diverse geosocial worlds. Attending to "other" voices and ways of being may be the first part of the essential yet difficult work of "going on together well in difference" in the Anthropocene.
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Some notions of geosocialities have probably existed for ages, but following the Enlightenment they were suppressed in Euro-American discourses, which separated the 72. For one effort to consider "more-than-human solidarities," see Rock and Degeling, "Public Health Ethics and More-than-Human Solidarity." 73. Verran, "Engagements between Disparate Knowledge Traditions"; Purdy, After Nature. tectonic and geologic from the "social" and "historical." Attending to geosocialities, including "Other" sensibilities, now seems especially timely given the recognition that humans represent a major geologic force-in both the longue durée of climate change and the short term of generating seismic and geologic events-and are constituted at the same time, much like other beings, by geologic material.
Conclusions
The Anthropocene, we think, matters: it is not just a proposed geologic epoch but also a mode of scholarship-one that has the potential to redefine the very nature of the geologic by marking it as a domain that includes intentionality and meaning. The Anthropocene helps draw us into thinking about geosocialities, but it does not delimit our work. Indeed, it has its own conceptual risks. The Anthropocene is a lure to think "big." This is not a bad thing in itself. But despite all the generativity and creativity it fosters, the Anthropocene concept still leads to too much work that thinks big in relatively simplistic ways. We need bold thinking rather than merely big thinking through planetary frames. This requires careful thinking about scales.
It also, we conclude, requires a continuation of the modes of ethnographic attention to scales and the "glocal" that help us think through the scalar complexities of globalization. Geosocialities, of course, demand interdisciplinary collaborations across the arts and sciences. Under banners such as "environmental humanities," "geohumanities," and "geocultures," exchanges between geology and social-cultural theory seem poised to grow. Such interdisciplinary conversations can only be strengthened through attention to scalar complexities via case studies. Arguably, geos is too hard for environmental theory. After all, planetary activities are not restricted to the crust and solid rock. Atmospheric events and ocean currents in particular affect both landscapes and human lives. Geos, on the other hand, seems pertinent in light of current concerns with Anthropocenic impact, with humans having become a major geologic force. The notion of earth "itself," moreover, we argue, should be seen as inclusive, pertaining to everything planetary-somewhat along the lines of Humboldt's early ideas of Gäa and Kosmos, precursors to the modern notions of Gaia and the Anthropocene. 74 The two cases we have discussed in some detail, the subjects of larger ongoing projects, illuminate different aspects of the geosocial: the inscription of human activities in geologic matter and the inscription of the geologic in living beings. They point to how forming adequate geosocial theories and geopolitical actions across braids of biographies and earth systems is one of the key tasks for the Anthropocene. 
